
 

Our text is Escape From Pompeii. 

As a writer I will: 

 Write diary entries and 

historical fiction 

 Write accounts from the view 

of different characters 

 Plan and write a story 

 Research life during Roman 

times 

 Writing poetry linked to 

volcanoes 

As a scientist I will: 

 Be able to discuss types of rock 

and how they are formed 

(including volcanic rock) 

 Understand that the human body 

is supported by the skeleton 

 Know that the skeleton protects 

and supports the body 

 Name the main bones in the body 

As a mathematician I will study: 

 Multiplication tables up to 12 (the main focus is 

on knowing the 2,3,4,5, 8 and 10 times tables) 

 Mental Addition and subtraction  

 Addition and subtraction using the column 

method 

 Division facts related to times tables 

 Measuring using mm, cm and m 

 Properties of quadrilaterals 

 Telling the time to five minute and one minute 

intervals 

In PSHE our topic will be personal 

safety. 

 

In RE we will be learning about 

stories from the Bible (both the Old 

Testament and the New Testament) 

and the lessons that we can learn from 

them 

We will also be focussing on the 

question ‘Who is God?’ and looking at 

a range of answers 
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The Romans are coming! 

As a computer user we will:  

be using events in Scratch to make mazes 

 

As a musician we will study: 

Reggae Music  

As musicians we will use musical words to describe 

Reggae music. We will learn how to sing and play 

‘Three Little Birds’ by Bob Marley. 

Stomp 

We will discover the music of Stomp and create our own 

rhythmical compositions using junk percussion. 

As an artist we will study … 

 Celtic art and patterns 

 Roman mosaics 

As an historian I will … 

 Study life in Celtic times before the 

Roman invasion 

 Learn about Roman life and 

civilisation 

As a Sports person we will do… 

 Athletics – developing a variety of running, jumping 

and throwing skills 

 Dance – Space style looking at formation, unison and 

canon.  

 


